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The nature of the command terms used b y
computer systems is an important issue affectin g
human computer interaction . As such, this are a
has received considerable attention recentl y
(e .g., Ehrenreich, 1982, 1985 ; Grudin &
Barnard, 1984 ; Landauer, Galotti, & Hartwell ,
1983; Landauer & Galotti, 1984 ; Ledgard ,
Whiteside, Singer, & Seymour, 1980 ; Scapin ,
1981, 1982) . The issues addressed by thes e
researchers are particularly important in ligh t
of the larger number of computer users wh o
have little or no knowledge of the underlyin g
logic of either the hardware or the software tha t
they are using . As a group, these users ofte n
believe that the system should be "fast and eas y
to use". One area in which this expectation i s
especially widespread is that of wordprocessin g
packages . Although wordprocessing package s
generally share the same basic functiona l
purposes, the specific command terms that eac h
uses for a particular function are generally no t
the same or even similar. There are even
instances where different versions of the sam e
wordprocessing package have different command s
and/or functions than previous versions .
Therefore, not only is the issue of the ease o f
learning and use of commands important, bu t
also the issue of how these commands might b e
changed (either across different levels of use r
expertise or different versions of the software )
so that there is maximum transfer of trainin g
from old commands to new commands .

Previous research in this area has bee n
concerned with transfer of training betwee n
different wordprocessing packages (e .g ., Karat ,
Boyes, Weisgerber, & Schafer, 1986) . Since
there are inherent differences betwee n
wordprocessing packages that include more tha n
just command name changes it was felt tha t
examining transfer of training within the same

wordprocessing environment would isolate th e
issue of transfer of training for command terms .
Therefore, the present study was concerned wit h
addressing transfer of training issues related t o
command length changes within the sam e
wordprocessing package .

Method

Subjects. Design. and Procedure. Forty students
enrollled in an introductory psychology cours e
participated in four sessions spread over tw o
consecutive days . In each session subjects wer e
given hardcopy versions of eight paragraphs eac h
containing eight errors noted by standard
copyediting marks . Subjects were instructed t o
use the text editor to correct the errors in eac h
paragraph, store that paragraph, and the n
retrieve the next paragraph . Differen t
paragraphs were used for each session but th e
paragraphs were the same across subjects fo r
each session. The length of the commands used t o
accomplish the text editing was manipulate d
within-subjects . On Day 1 subjects used eithe r
whole word comands or single letter commands
and on Day 2 they were switched to the othe r
command type (i .e., words on Day 1 with letter s
on Day 2 or vice versa) . In all cases the singl e
letter was the first letter of the whole word .
Half the subjects used words that were hig h
frequency and the other half used low frequency
commands. Subjects were not informed that the y
would be switching command lengths . Therefore ,
the design was a 2 (Length of Command : words
vs. letters) x 2 (Frequency : high vs . low) x 4
(Session : 1-4) mixed-factor design .

Results

A variety of performance measures related to
speed and accuracy were obtained from eac h
session . In addition, data regarding subjects'
experience with computers, word processors ,
and typing was also collected . Due to space
limitations we will only discuss the variables o f
the total time to complete each session and tota l
errors for a session . Not surprisingly, for each
of the four between subjects conditions the tota l
time required to complete each session decreased
across the four sessions. Furthermore, this task
completion time was greater for low frequenc y
commands than for high frequency commands .
Subjects in the letter-to-word condition showe d
an increase in task completion time on the thir d
session, regardless of the relative frequency o f
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the whole word command . These results clearl y
indicate a negative transfer of training fro m
letters to words with respect to the tim e
required to complete a word processing task .

The error rates were higher in the letter-to-
word conditions than in the word-to-lette r
conditions. Also, high frequency commands
showed fewer errors than low frequency
commands. When errors were classified
according to the commands' overall functiona l
purpose (e .g., deleting, adding, changing) we
found that for high frequency commands error s
were more likely to be due to the use of anothe r
command that was within the appropriat e
commands' functional purpose (e .g ., deleting a
word rather than a letter) . The error
classifications showed that for the letter-to-
word condition most mistakes were made outsid e
the functional grouping during sessions one an d
two, while the opposite was true for the word-
to-letter conditions during those sessions .

Conclusions

These results suggest that relative wor d
frequency and command type (letter vs . word)

are relevant and important issues in assessin g
transfer of training within software packages .
We would also argue that related findings in
basic cognitive and learning psychology can be
used to assess performance when desig n
changes are contemplated for softwar e
packages. Finally, further research is needed
to assess transfer of training issues with other
aspects of the software interface such as
functionality within the scope of compute r
aided design packages .
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A NATURAL LANGUAGE SHEL L
MANTON M . MATTHEWS

This paper describes a natural language interface, tha t
models users and maintains a knowledge base of ho w
users are using the system . The system is developed
under Unix using a combination of Prolog and C code .
The natural language processing part is being implement-
ed in UNSW Prolog with extensions to facilitate efficient
processing of dictionaries and frame hierarchies .

Natural language has been viewed as overkill in man y
of the applications of today and rightly so. Direct
manipulation techniques are much more natural and
efficient in most domains than typing in "natural
language. " Rich however points out that natura l
language is a powerful communication mechanism and
that in sufficiently complex domains the cost of
processing natural language is justified [1] . Note tha t
the cost of natural language is two-fold : the user must
generate the natural language and the system must then
"understand" it . The user must formulate his reques t
and then currently in most cases type it into the system .
However, in a few years speech processing systems will
become more effective and then spoken natural
language will be a viable input mechanism . Spoken
natural language will be much more effective than
relying totally on typed input, or totally on mouse o r
other pointer input . The most effective interfaces in the
future will probably allow combinations of spoke n
natural language and pointing devices .

Our system does not attempt to incorporate all of thes e
features into the current version, but lays a foundatio n
that will accommodate these features . It currently uses
a language that is a mixture of command language ,
natural language (typed) and mouse input . In this both
of

my paper /fac/matthews
move paper to my home directory

cause the system to move the specified file "paper" to
the user's home directory . The system also allows th e
use of the natural constructs, to simplify
communication . For instance assuming that the fil e
"paper" had recently been referenced, perhaps by editing
or viewing it, then the commands could be simplified t o
"move it to my home directory " . The mouse input i s
primarily used for selecting commands and for
dereferencing words or phrases, such as the words "it "
or "here " in "move it here " .

The system maintains a model of how the software on
the system can and is being used . This knowledge base
is incrementally created by the system observing
commands, and trying to model what is going on . If i t
has a sequence of commands that it is not capable of
handling it makes a note in a log . The system develope r
uses this log to extend the knowledge base with th e
assistance of the system . Extensions that commonly
occur are additions to the dictionary, additions of new
commands, additions of options to commands, etc .

In addition to the general knowledge base there is a
model of the individual user that represents how the
user has been using the system . This model is used in
several ways, but the most important are (1) to provid e
a measure of sophistication with various pieces o f
software on the system and (2) as a memory extende r
(or extended C-shell history) . The measure o f
sophistication is used in tailoring responses to the
individual users as well as in processing queries . The
"extended history" aspect allows the system to respon d
to

"What was the font that I used to print the AC M
paper in November? "

Note that the system could ask the user for help in
disambiguating this query if it were necessary . Using
this model of the system can understand and respond t o
user queries about the software .
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